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the vexilar flx-33 sonar flasher is vexilar's flagship line of ice-fishing sonar technology. it is available in three different color palettes; the standard white, red, and blue; and the flx-33 also includes a stealthy camouflage option. the flx-33 features a large 12 inch high resolution led display, a three-color ambilight,
and a selection of 5 color palettes. the flx-33 can be operated with one hand, and it has a touch sensitive control panel. this system has the ability to display target id, range, power, and depth, and it even has an auto zoom feature that lets you set your mode of operation, and then the unit will automatically

switch to the right mode for you. the flx-33 has a leveling bubble in the case to help you avoid scratching your ice-fishing pole.the flx-33 is designed to fit into a standard 5-gallon bucket, with the best possible visibility. we have even included an adjustable rod holder, which allows the flx-33 to be positioned in a
way that fits all ice anglers. in addition to this, the flx-33 can be mounted on a wall with ease with a convenient set of wall mounts. the flx-33 is covered by a five year limited warranty. flashkit pro is the complete attachment solution for composition shingle roofs. featuring uniracs patentedshed & seal

technology, a weather proof system which provides the ultimate protection against roof leaks.kitted in 10 packs for maximum convenience, flashings and hardware are available in mill or dark finishes.with flashkit pro, you have everything you need for a quick, professional installation. the vexilar flx30 sonar
flasher fish finder ultra pack delivers the most feature-packed ice-fishing system vexilar has ever offered. the innovative ultra pack system has a 12v 9a lithium battery enclosed in the included case, so you don't need to connect or disconnect your battery after each use. the flx30 sports a weatherproof led

display with 5 color palettes and a full suite of angler-friendly features. target separation down to 1/2; target id to 1/4; 6', 12', and 18' auto zoom modes; 7 frequencies from 160khz300khz; night mode; low-, medium-, and high-power modes; and 20-setting interference rejection all team up to supercharge your
ice fishing. brushless data transfer provides a sunlight-readable display with less noise. the patented ice-ducer system brings a self-leveling transducer for accurate positioning every time. a master power switch powers up your vexilar flasher, and additional power posts give anglers the option of running other

accessories. the case includes an adjustable rod holder, cable storage cleats, and even your own vexilar tackle box. the vexilar ultra pack fits into a 5-gal. bucket (not included) and includes the sp0007 soft-pack carrying case.manufacturer model #: upli30bb.
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SmartFlash Flash Package is an economical yet powerful way to flash and repair damaged or missing flashings. With this complete package, you can easily flash, repair, and coat the flashings and membranes of a large roof
surface in the same application, reducing both preparation time and labor costs. The entire application may be performed in as little as one hour. Once complete, the roof can be left in place to allow curing time without the need
to remove. SmartFlash Flash Pack contains all of the products required for either flashing or sealing a roof: roof flashing tools, insulation stripping tools, sealing tapes, flashing membranes, and sealing compounds. The materials
used for SmartFlash are the best available for use on roofing. Many of the products can be replaced by common roofing materials such as bitumen modified PIRM, modified bitumen, and built-up roofing systems. PryFlash Flash

Pack™ is a new flashing package designed for a variety of large-area installations. The PryFlash Flash Package includes all of the tools and materials needed to flash and repair nearly 1,000 square feet of roof surface in one single
application. This revolutionary kit enables the successful application of flashing on virtually any roof, even rooflines that are difficult to access. The PryFlash Flash Pack is a no-spill, ready-to-use roof flashing system. This

innovative and patent-pending roof-flashing system provides a simple, economical, and practical way to apply flashing, repair damaged flashings, and coat roof surfaces. PryFlash Flash Pack contains the necessary tools and
materials necessary to flash, seal, and coat a roof area of almost 1,000 square feet in one easy application. It is guaranteed to eliminate the need for messy roof mastics and messy pitch pockets. 5ec8ef588b
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